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ABSTRACT

We discuss recent experimental data for the inclusive breakup reaction A(d,p)X,
with emphasis on 1H(d,p)X, and the backward elastic scattering reaction dp —> pd.
There is now a fairly complete data base for these reactions, with measurements of the
differential cross section, the tensor analyzing power T20 and the deuteron to proton
polarization transfer K0. We attempt to assess the relevance of these reactions to the
study of the short range properties of the deuteron.

There has been considerable experimental activity in the last 5 years, using
the polarized deuteron beams of SATURNE in Saclay and the Synchrophasotron in
Dubna. This is a good time to review the results of these experiments which have
been, since 1992, mostly a collaborative effort between physicists in Saclay, JINR and
several US Universities. In some sense we have done the "easy" experiments. The
installation of the refurbished Saclay-Argonne polarized proton target at JINR opens
the way for new but more difficult experiments with polarized deuteron beams. At
the same time SATURNE has entered its "closing phase", and KEK is in the process
of commissioning a polarized deuteron beam up to 12 GeV; these various elements
give us motivation to reflect on past experiments, and think of new ones.

The general question is whether these studies, which have given us so far cross
sections and two polarization observables over a wide range of energies and several
targets, do indeed contain information on the "short distance" characteristics of the
deuteron wave function. By "short distances"one means "significantly smaller than
1 fm, perhaps down to 0.1 fm. The greatest potential interest of these studies is in
information they would give, on the quark-gluon degrees of freedom in a multi-nucleon
system.

First we will review the essential characteristics of the inclusive in-flight
breakup (IB) of deuterons with energies between 1.25 and 7.2 GeV kinetic energy,
with detection of a proton of momentum larger or equal to half the beam momentum
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at 0° to the beam. Next we will discuss backward elastic dp scattering (BES),
with detection of the scattered proton near 0°.

Central to any understanding of these data is the impulse approximation (IA)
for IB, and the one neutron exchange approximation (ONE) for BES. In the IA for
inclusive breakup and in ONE for BES, the detected proton is the spectator of the
reaction. How well established is this fact? If the proton is spectator, its laboratory
momentum must be related to the internal momentum in the deuteron before breakup;
here we will use the infinite momentum frame (IMF) quantity k derived from the
invariant momentum fraction a as an internal momentum. An "effective momentum
density" (EMD) obtained from the Dubna inclusive cross section data 2using the
IMF formalism developed by Kobushkin provide a direct evidence, that k is the
appropriate variable as internal momentum of the deuteron. As seen infig. 1, the
EMD (shown as filled square) is in good agreement with the Paris potential deuteron
momentum density up to k«0.9 GeV/c except for the broad "bump" centered at
0.45 GeV/c; most noticeable are the 6 orders of magnitude over which the two are
in agreement. The non-relativistic EMD also shown in fig. lplotted versus q is
drastically different and does not follow the Paris density beyond 0.4 GeV/c. But how
significant is this agreement, considering that the Paris potential is non-relativistic,
and based on empirical data limited to less than 500 MeV? In fact the EMD is not
in good agreement with the Bonn potential deuteron density also shown in fig. 1. If
k was the true internal momentum, values of k like 0.80 GeV/c would correspond to
distances of order 0.25 fm, implying strong overlap of the 2 nucleons in the deuteron:
we would really be in the region where the deuteron should be described as a 6-quark
system. So analyzing the data base critically is very important at this point in time!

Ways to verify the IA validity empirically exist. Within the IA, observables of
the detected proton in IB 1H(d,p)X, like its laboratory momentum and polarization,
must be the same as prior to the reaction. Therefore, momentum distribution and
polarization observables must be independent of the beam energy and of the target,
and depend only upon an internal momentum like k. To underline the fact that the IA
is indeed quite good, we show in fig. 2 the invariant cross sections for 1H(d,p)X and
12C(d,p)X at 7.2 GeV from Dubna2; the target dependence is mostly noticeable as a
nearly constant multiplicative factor from hydrogen to carbon.' In fig.3 we show T20
data from xH(d,p)X at 1.25, 2.1 4and 7.2 GeV5; here the energy dependence manifest
itself only near the kinematic limits at the two lower energies. Next in fig.4, the T20
data for 1H(d,p)X and "C(d,p)X at 7.2 GeV 5 '6 show a close similarity for these two
targets, up to kw0.8 GeV/c. Finally, shown in fig. 5 is K0, the polarization transfer
coefficient (from vector polarized deuteron to proton) from ref. for 1H(d,p)X at 2.1
GeV, and for 12C(d,p) at 4.4 to 7.3 GeV from Kuehn et al.8, and independently from
Nomofilov et al.9. It is obvious from an examination of figs. 2 to 5, that, based on
the criteria of energy and target independence, the IA is a good first approximation
over a wide range of k, although it is difficult to quantify this statement.

Next we must ask whether these data are indeed sensitive to the deuteron wave
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Fig. 2 Zero degree IB cross sections for Hydrogen and Carbon showing target inde-
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Fig. 3 T20 in IB for Hydrogen at 1.25,
2.1 (Saclay), and 7.2 GeV (Dubna).
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function. What has been done so far is to calculate the cross section, T20 and /Co in the
IA, using Paris or Bonn NN potential S- and D-state for the deuteron wave function,
and comparing the results with the data. For example, in fig. 5 the K0 data are seen
to agree well with the Paris potential deuteron wave function up to k=0.25 GeV/c,
but past this value the experimental result is only a weak reflection of the IA. Of
course there is no real expectation that potential models like the Paris or Bonn ones,
have any predictive power beyond 0.3 GeV/c, and this strongly limits the usefulness
of this empirical approach.

What do our theoretical colleagues tell us about these data? Deuterons with
energies of several GeV are relativistic, and one should use a relativistic version of
the impulse approximation, and (or) a covariant form of the deuteron wave function
describing the d—>NN vertex. Several investigations of the relativistic form of the
d—>NN vertex have been made recently. Those requiring covariance of the structure
function lead to additional components in the deuteron (for example two P-states
coming from the negative energy states of the deuteron 1 0) . A review of the applica-
tions of such an approach to inclusive breakup was made recently by Tokarev , who
showed some interesting energy dependence for T20, with the observable restoring to
its IA behavior at very large energy (103 GeV); the data show only much weaker
restoration, as seen in fig. 3.

Inasmuch as the detected proton in (d,p)X are the spectators at small k, we
have few estimates of the role of final state interaction (FSI) or rescattering. A
non-relativistic calculation of the first and second order Feynman graphs 12using a
complete set of phase shift analysis NN amplitudes, has showed excessive sensitivity
of the polarization observables to the deuteron wave functions used.

A more fundamental approach by Lykasov includes both rescattering and pion
production in the inclusive breakup process, within the framework of the IMF dy-
namics. Excellent agreement with the Saclay K0 data, is achieved (see for example 1 3) ,
even though the input is an incomplete set of empirical NN amplitudes. In general
such approaches give very promising results for the low k region (<0.1() GeV/c), but
fail to predict the very surprising behavior of T2o revealed by the 1991! measurement
from ref. shown in fig. 4. In direct contradiction with any IA prediction based on
a known NN potential, T2o remains negative up to km 0.80 GeV/c, way beyond the
region of validity of non-relativistic potential models. This striking behavior will bo
discussed further in relation to BES.

At this point in time two polarization observables have been measured over
a wide range of energies for inclusive breakup, namely T2o and h0; there is only
one more spin observable for this reaction, the polarization of the outgoing proton
for unpolarized deuteron beam but polarized target, K°^; in the IA this quantity is
strictly zero, as the proton spectator does not "know" the polarization state of the
target. Measurement of this observable has been suggested by Strokovsky1'1. As will
be shown below, for BES and in the ONE approximation K"'jj is not. zero, and its
measurement would also be very interesting.
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Now let us turn our attention to BES. In this case the d—»NN vertex intervenes
both in the initial and in the final state, symmetrically. There are measurements of
the differential cross sections to a proton beam energy of 2.7 GeV on a deuterium
target corresponding to k w 0.9 Gev/c.

It was first pointed out by Kobushkin 16 that an EMD could be extracted
from the BES data with ONE written in the IMF formalism. 'As seen in fig. 6, the
resulting momentum density agrees extraordinarily well with the one extracted from
the inclusive data, again over four orders of magnitudes, supporting the assumption
that the two reactions are closely related.

It was then showed that T20 and Ko for BES in ONE had the exact same form
as a function of the S- and D-wave functions u and w:

rp _

At the DEUTERON-93 workshop a paper was presented by Kuehn, Perdrisat and
Strokovsky , showing that T2o and /Co are correlated by the equation of a circle if u
and w are eliminated from the 2 eqns. above; the correlation is as follows:

This circle relation is valid both for inclusive breakup at 0° and for BES. The results
of the Saclay experiment of Punjabi et al measuring these two polarization observ-
ables for BES between 0.3 and 2.338 GeV deuteron energy are shown in fig. 7; the
corresponding k-values span the range 0.194 to 0.582 GeV/c. Also shown in fig. 7 are
the reanalyzed IB data of ref. 19 (see also foot note in ref. 18. The inclusive data start
at k=0 and reach k=0.483 GeV/c; they begin to deviate significantly from the circle
for k=0.147 GeV/c. The predictions of the IA and ONE are the circle or radius
The striking feature is the excellent agreement between inclusive breakup and B
data were they overlap. This agreement is particularly striking at the lowest energies
for the BES data: the first 3 BES points, starting at T20 = 0 and n0 = 1, correspond
to 0.3, 0.4 and 0.5 GeV deuteron energy; all inclusive data were taken at 2.1 GeV
deuteron energy yet the IB and BES are almost identical. Agreement for such dif-
ferent energies, hence different total invariant energy squared s, is an indication that
rescattering or FSI may not dominate these observables up to almost 0.50 GeV/c.
This is obviously a challenge to the theorists who calculate higher order Feynman
graphs as does Lykasov (see ref. ). The data for T20 and Ko in inclusive breakup
in the 12C(d, p)X reaction show a similar behavior in the circle representation shown
in fig. 8. The K0 data are from the ALPHA8 group and from the ANOMALON9

group; unfortunately they do not agree for their highest k-value, and this discrepancy
must be resolved before these measurements can contribute to the understanding of
the correlation graph. Never-the-less, the lower k carbon data are on a trajectory
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Fig. 10 Effective singlet- and triplet P-state densities obtained from the Saclay IB
polarization data, compared to the Paris- D-state and to the Dubna effective momen-
tum density of Fig. 1.
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quite similar to the proton data, indicating again only a weak dependence upon the
nature of the target.

The spin singlet- and triplet P-states originating from the negative energy
states as predicted by Gross " have a total probability of only a few times 10~3; they
affect the observables of inclusive breakup or BES by amounts too sniall to be detected
experimentally (see ). The possibility that a P-state may never-the-less be the cause
of the deviation from the circle correlation of fig. 7 was fist discussed in ref. 17. Since
that Kobushkin and coworker *" have demonstrated that full antisymmotrization of
a 6-quark state, using the resonating group method (RGM), leads to an admixture
in the ground state of the deuteron of many negative parity isobars of the nucleon.
Negative parity spin-^ isobars must be in a P-state of orbital angular momentum
relative to a nucleon. As shown in fig. 9, taken from ref. , the combined effect of
the lower mass negative parity isobars results in a strong deviation from the IA circle,
and come close to the data at large k.

Following this idea, and using the IA modified for singlet- and triplet P-state
wo and v%, we have extracted "effective" values of v0 and V] from the inclusive breakup
data for T20 and K0, solving the two simultaneous quadratic equation for these ob-
servable, and using Paris potential values for u and w :

p _
20 -

The resulting singlet- and triplet values are compared to the Paris u and w in fig. 10; in
the same figure the calculated density including the P-states is compared to the EMD
obtained from the Dubna cross section data (from fig. 1); most of the enhancement
discussed earlier is reproduced, suggesting that the P-states could bo at the origin of
this formerly unexplained "bump". The total P-state probability integrated over the
range of experimental k-values is » 6.2 x 10~2, more than 1 order of magnitude larger
than the P-state of ref. 10.

This success in reproducing the inclusive deuteron cross section data from
polarization data, and the striking agreement between the EMD derived from IB and
BES cross section data lead one to wonder whether adding the same "effective" P-
state to the usual S- and D-states leads to predictions for the BES polarization
observables in agreement with the data. Adding a P-sta.1es to the deuteron in ONE
completely destroys the identity between the polarization observablcs of IB and BES.
Using the numerical solutions for i>o and i>\ which reproduce the T2U and K$ inclusive
data exactly for Paris u and w, we obtain the results in the correlation plot of fig. 11
(preliminary )for these same observables in BES, based on O N E . There is no exact
agreement with the BES data of ref. , also shown in this figure, but it is noteworthy
that the effect of adding the "effective" P-state goes in the right direction for hoth
observables.

By adding two P-state components to the deuteron ground stale wave func-
tion we have done the equivalent of generalizing the spin dependent amplitudes for
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the BES process. As discussed for example by Sitnik, Rekalo and Ladygin 22, the
most general description of the BES process requires 4 independent complex ampli-
tudes in the most general case. Their determination to an overall phase would require
7 independent experiments. In table 1 we list all observables of IB and BES, and
indicate the experimental status for each.

Table 1 Observables of IB and BES; p indicates a polarized proton (either polarized
target or final state in polarimeter), and d a polarized deuteron (either polarized beam
or final state polarimeter); u for unpolarized (or unobserved in IB).
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IB
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undefin.
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7

undefin.
?
undefin.
7

status
BES
k < 0.9
/t<0.8
<0.57
KEK?
Dubna
7
7

7
7
7

It is apparent that many experiments could yet be made, many of them using a
polarized proton target as is now available in Dubna. The goal of such investigations
would be either to push the P-state assumption in inclusive breakup as far as possi-
ble, or to map out the difference between IB and BES, in both cases to k-values>0.8
GeV/c; or alternately to determine the minimum necessary set of fundamental am-
plitudes which will describe BES. Of course the last goal is not the most interesting
one, if one wishes to discover the main reaction characteristics and highlight which
features of the data is caused by non-nucleonic features of the deuteron wave function.

Recently the measurement of the deuteron (beam) to deuteron (ejectile) polar-
ization transfer, K^° , for BES from 2.3 to 5.5 Gev deuteron energy has been proposed
at KEK23; and a single energy measurement is being proposed at SATURNE (2.338
GeV)24. It was shown by Kobushkin et al. 2 5 that in the ONE approximation for
BES, this observable is simply related to the deuteron to proton observable «o

& = (§«o)2 = {
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At least in principle such data are easier to obtain than «o to k-values larger than the
present maximum of 0.58 GeV/c (see ref.18); the range of k-values could be extended
to 0.90 GeV/c; the correlation between T20 and KQ could be traced much further than
presently possible with he help of the Dubna BES T20 data 26; or alternately, as K^'°
is an independent observable, its correlation to T20 could be traced for itself. The IA
prediction,with and without P-state, is shown in fig. 12.

The next observable is Cyyoo in BES, the ratio of cross section difference and
sum for initial deuteron and proton with spin parallel- and anti-parallel; its measure-
ment proposed by Sitnik et al. , at the Synchrophasotron,, using the refurbished
Saclay polarized butanol target, is approved. We show in fig. 13 the ONE predic-
tion with and without the "effective" P-state derived from the IB data. Interesting
deviations caused by the P-state occur already at fairly small values of k.

Complementary to the proposal of Strokovsky14, would be the measurement
of K°'* for BES; it would be extremely interesting as the transfer of polarization from
the polarized p target to the outgoing (spectator?) proton is the result of a "spin
filtering" effect unique to this reaction; of course it is only an IA prediction; but as
shown infig. 14, the polarization transfer has a very striking signature in BES; one
must keep in mind that for IB the IA prediction for this observable is zero if the
proton is a spectator.

Among the observables including only vector polarization of the deuteron, the
last one in table 1 is particularly interesting: final state proton polarization asymmetry
for incoming deuteron with spin parallel and anti-parallel, respectively to the spin of
the target proton, K°'*. The IA prediction for these observables are in fig. 15; the
average of the parallel and anti-parallel proton polarization is nothing but the usual
K0. The effect of the P-state is shown in figure 16. Measuring these observables give
us two more independent quantities, to the extent that the IA is violated, it is also
possible to measure K*£ instead, and may actually be easier (see table 1)

It is thus apparent that even without using either a tensor polarized beam, nor
measuring the tensor polarization of the final state deuteron, 7 experiments can be
performed with the goal of fully characterizing the deuteron wave function.

To conclude: we have asked whether the IB and BES data available so
far could tell us unambiguously that we were exploring short distances within the
deuterori, and therefore penetrating the region where quark-gluon effects are expected
to manifest themselves. To this question we must answer negatively at this time. Of
course, in principle, the momenta transferred are large enough to reveal structural
details on the scale of a few tenths of fm. But the role of FSI in these reactions is
not fully understood and neither is the relativistic treatment, on the experimental
and on the theoretical sides, unique. Ideally one would like to have data sensitive to
these effects separately. Never-the-less, the 3 observables measured both for IB and
BES, have revealed an unexpected similarity between these two reactions, in spite
that in both cases systematic deviations from the IA are clearly evident. The T20-K0
correlations displayed in fig. 7 raises perhaps more questions than they solve, but
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they give us a challenge worthy of future work. On the experimental side there are at
least 5 additional polarization experiments that can be done for UES. At least one,
Cyyoo, will be done in Dubna shortly, and we hope that another observable, A'v>°, will
be measured before long too. With these two additional polarization observables we
will be in a much better position to assess FSI and relativistic effects, and hopefully, a
true signal that the subnucleonic range is being "seen" in these reactions, will emerge.
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